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Introduction

• We have been running GEM-like two-fluid reconnection
computations with NIMROD for a couple of years.
• Last year’s large guide-field case with small equilibrium scale
(L<ρs) shows broadening of the Hall dynamo effect upon
saturation.

• The large guide-field case is being extended to (L>ρs).
• NIMROD results on small guide-field GEM were included in the
CEMM Q3 progress report.
• Using non-reduced modeling, Germaschewski’s MRC code has
reproduced the Aydemir 4-field result of nonlinear non-exponential
growth for the cylindrical 1/1. [Aydemir, PF B 4, 3469 (1992)]



GEM-like Computations
The GEM problem set-up is artificial, but it has become a standard
test case.
• The equilibrium has a current sheet and density profile width of
order 1 ion skin depth.
• The box size is 12.8×25.6 di.

• Adding guide field damps the two-fluid effect, in agreement with
M3D-C1.



The most robust approach for converging this problem is
to increase the degree of polynomial basis functions.

• Out-of-plane current density from local curl(B)
evaluation shows few features at element borders
for the 12×18 mesh of biquintic elements.

• This full-geometry two-fluid GEM calculation
ran in about 2 hr 40 min with one processor of a
new MacBook.



The GMRES solver failed to converge at several times
during the first attempts at GEM with guide field.

• SLU is used for preconditioning.  (static condensation accuracy?)
• The solution appears to be smooth, and preconditioning matrices
are updated.
• Other CEMM GEM calculations rely on hyper-resistivity.
• Adding part of the electron inertia term helps.  [Results already
shown here have me=mi/100.]

•  e- inertia/Hall ~  (Ωe Δt)-1 but adds another symmetric term.
• A minor addition to b_hmhd_dot is necessary.
• The advective part of e- inertia has 3rd-order derivatives: yuk.
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Left side of B-advance with partial(J)/partial(t) term.



With electron inertia, we are able to reduce artificial
particle diffusivity.

No guide-field case at Ωιt=28 and
D=5×10-4.

No guide-field case at Ωιt=28 and
D=5×10-5.

Reducing D changes the maximum kinetic energy by 1% with or
without guide-field.  The timing of the peak is a little more sensitive
with guide-field.



Cylindrical sawtooth start: Aydemir’s paper provides
sufficient description of the plasma parameters but not the
equilibrium.
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Calculations reported here also use:
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• Aydemir’s resistive MHD case has γMHDτHp=0.01.
• With a flat pressure profile and q(r)=0.98+0.51(r/a)2 has the 1/1
resonant surface at r=0.2a.
• NIMROD produces γMHDτHp=0.0183 and γ2flτHp=0.0207.
• Computations have been performed with r-θ and r-z meshes.
• Spatial resolution for MHD has been varied from 16×18 bicubic,
0≤m≤2 to 48×48 biquartic, 0≤m≤10.



Energy histories do not require a lot of resolution for
convergence, but ripples in density appear during saturation.

Magnetic fluctuation
histories (natural log) for a
32x48 bicubic computation
(left) and a 48x48 biquartic
computation (right).

Contours of constant number density for the bicubic computation at 840, 890, 950,
and 1200 τHp.



Poincare plots show no evidence of density ripples.

Magnetic Poincare plots from the bicubic computation at 840, 890, 950, and 1200 τHp.



Two-fluid computations were hampered by an instability
from the surface and need better preconditioning.

• The instability is eliminated by using Dirichlet conditions on
the number density advance.

• The only two-fluid computation to run through saturation has
low resolution (14×12 biquartics, 0≤n≤2).

Natural log of kinetic fluctuation energy.

• At this low resolution, there is
no evidence of an increasing
1/1 growth rate at reconnection.



Conclusions
• In agreement with Steve Jardin’s M3D-C1 result, adding guide
field suppresses two-fluid reconnection.
• The partial(J)/partial(t) part of electron inertia makes the matrix
for the magnetic advance easier to solve.
• The cylindrical case needs a preconditioner that relaxes Fourier-
component coupling.

Future Work
• Carry-out a more complete guide-field study of the GEM
problem for a CEMM publication.
• Use the cylindrical case to test preconditioner development.


